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Abstract

Continuous Integration(CI) is a widely used development practice where
developers integrate their work after submitting code changes at central repos-
itory. CI servers usually monitor central repository for code change submis-
sion and automatically build software with changed code, perform unit test-
ing, integration testing and provide test summary report. If build or test fails
developers fix those issues and submit the code changes. Continuous sub-
mission of code modification by developers and build latency time creates
stalls at CI server build pipeline and hence developers have to wait long time
to get build outcome. In this paper, we categorize CI failures from Travis-
Torrent data set and studied the frequency of different failures. Our study
on 1,187 CI failures from TravisTorrent data set shows that 829 of the CI
failures are test failures, compared with 252 build script errors, 49 JavaDoc
errors, and 67 stylechecking errors. It also reveals that 10.8% of CI-failure re-
pair commits contains only build script revisions, and 25.6% CI-failure repair
commits involve at least one build script revision.Furthermore, we proposed
build prediction model that uses TravisTorrent data set with build error log
clustering and AST level code change modification data to predict whether
a build will be successful or not without attempting actual build so that de-
veloper can get early build outcome result. With the proposed model we can
predict build outcome with an average F-Measure over 87% on all three build
systems (Ant, Maven, Gradle) under the cross-project prediction scenario.
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1 Introduction

Software development process and speed have changed drastically over the years
with more distributed development teams. With the requirement growth, software
development teams need to adopt novel practices with evolving social coding and
process automation platforms. These practices allow distributed teams to work
closely and help to increase productivity. Projects that are more popular, are subject
to higher delivery pressure and more frequent release cycle, and thus require more
rapid development, testing, integration etc. Broken integration will slow down
the release process, and as a result we need to have more centralized integration
process.

To ensure the system is functioning with every code changes made by the de-
velopers, one key innovative idea is Continuous Integration(CI) [19] and this pro-
cess has been adopted by many organizations for faster integration. A typical CI
system attempts to automate the whole software build process from compilation to
test case execution. For CI systems, dedicated infrastructure with different build
systems such as Make, Ant, Maven, and Gradle are used to automate the building
process. Despite the growing interest in CI, build failures in respect to CI process
is an under-explored area. Even though CI is used for continuous development, the
integration process might be delayed for long build chains, build error fixes, and
frequent code changes in version control system. According to analysis on Trav-
isTorrent [3] data, the median build time for Java project is over 900 seconds and
the median length of continuous build failure sequences is 4. Thus when multiple
developers are committing their changes concurrently, their commits may be piled
up in the building queue, and they may need to wait for a long time to get the build
feedback. They also have the option to continue working on their copy, but they
will be at the risk of rolling back their changes if their original commit fails the
integration.

Therefore, it is desirable to have a recommendation system that predicts the
build feedback of a code commit and thus gives developers more confidence to
continue their work and reduce the chance of rolling back. In this paper, we ana-
lyzed software build execution time, commit and consecutive build status change to
study the necessity and possibility of a change-aware build prediction model. Fur-
thermore, we propose a recommendation system to predict build outcome based
on the TravisTorrent data and also the code change information in the code com-
mit such as import statement changes, method signature changes to train the build
prediction model.

To evaluate our approach, we conducted an experiment with TravisTorrent data
set. We focused on Java projects using Ant, Maven and Gradle build systems be-
cause they are supported by the TravisTorrent data set. Our evaluation results show
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that our model can can achieve an average F-Measure of 87% on all three build
system for cross-project build-outcome prediction, which is a very challenging but
more realistic usage scenario.

Our paper makes the following main contributions.

• A statistic study of CI build status and build time, and failures on the Trav-
isTorrent data set.

• A build-outcome prediction model based on combined features of the build-
instance meta data and code difference information of the commit.

• A large-scale evaluation of our project with both scenarios of cross-validation
and cross-project prediction on the TravisTorrent data set with more than
250,000 build instances.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. We first introduce some existing
research efforts in Section 2. Then, we present an empirical study on the building
status of the data set in Section 3. Our prediction model is presented in Section 4,
followed by our evaluation in Section 5. Before we conclude in Section 7, we
discuss the threats to the validity of our evaluation in Section 6.

2 Related Work

Over decades, researchers have been worked on defect prediction models [26] to
guide software testing [12, 20] and quality assurance [18, 21, 16]. These defect pre-
diction models are used to identify early defect prone components and thus reduce
development time and also reduce maintenance cost. These models are general and
does not consider features specific for software builds. Build co-change prediction
models [24] are used to identify when we need to change build configuration files
to avoid possible build failures, but does not predict build outcome. Wolf et al. [23]
and Irwin et al. [11] utilized social network analysis and Socio-technical analysis
to predict possible build failures in a project. Bird and Zimmerman [4] discussed
software build error prediction and potential approaches, but they did not provide
detailed techniques and evaluation. Finalay et al. [7] proposed an software-metrics-
based approach to predict build output, but it requires design and history features
so that cannot be easily applied to unprepared projects. These works considers iso-
lated workstation environment for prediction model, but CI environment has differ-
ent work-flow and can suffer with different latency as discussed in different stud-
ies [10] [2]. Recently, we [9] studied the reasons of build failures in a large number
of projects. Ansong and Ming proposed build outcome prediction model [13] for
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Figure 1: Ant, Maven and Gradle Build Execution Time Statistics

predicting build fail in CI environment based on commit information of current and
last push with statistical information. Our approach uses build commit information,
build error type and code change metric to predict build outcome prediction in CI
environment with better performance than previous work [13].

3 DATASET AND CHARACTERISTICS

In this paper we studied TravisTorrent data set [3] on Oct 27,2016. This data set in-
cludes 402 Java projects with data for 256,055 build instances. Among this 256,055
build instances, the Ant based build system is used for 104,417 cases, while Maven
and Gradle based build systems are used for 104,876 and 44,056 instances, respec-
tively. For better analysis and build prediction model, we also used raw build logs
of corresponding data set from TravisTorrent ftp server.

3.1 How Much Time Required for Building?

In the TravisTorrent data set, there are four types of build status: passed, failed,
errored and canceled. Canceled build status denotes that build process is inter-
rupted while build in progress. So, we simply ignore this status in our study. Then,
we considered passed build status as a successful build, while failed and errored
build status both are considered as failed build. For each category of build sta-
tus, we considered three most popular build systems: Ant, Maven and Gradle and
performed analysis on build execution time for Ant, Maven and Gradle build sys-
tem with different build status. As shown in Figure 1, the median build execution
time for errored status with Ant, Maven and Gradle build tool are 1,019, 955 and
352 seconds respectively. For failed build status, the median execution time for
Ant, Maven and Gradle are 981, 998, and 426 seconds, respectively. Passed build
execution time for Ant, Maven and Gradle are 1,090, 558 and 477 second respec-
tively. The maximum build execution time for each build status for each build tool
are much higher than median execution time. For example, Ant and Maven tool
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Table 1: Manual Categorization of CI Build Failures

Build Tool Maven Gradle Total
Test Failures 244 585 829
Build Script Errors 100 152 252
Javadoc Errors 17 32 49
StyleCheck Errors 27 40 67
Total 388 799 1187

with errored and failed status takes over 20,000 seconds, while for Gradle build
tool it takes over 9,000 seconds for errored and failed build status. So, developers
typically need to wait for a long time to get the build feedback and it creates stall
in the CI process which is also supported by other studies [25].

3.2 What are Major Types of CI Failures?

In our study, we further studied the major types of CI failures in the TravisTor-
rent data set. To make sure we understand the root cause of CI failures, instead
of extracting keywords from build logs, we manually inspected all 1,187 CI Fail-
ures within three months from April 2017 to June 2017. Since Ant is getting less
popular, we consider only projects using Maven and Gradle as their build systems.
The break down of CI Failures are presented in Table 1. We found that they can be
categorized into four classes: test failures, build script errors, Javadoc errors, and
stylechecking errors.

3.3 How are CI Failures Fixed?

We further studied how the CI Failures are fixed by developers. In particular, we
count how different files are being revised in the fixing commits of developers, and
the result is shown in Table 2. In particular, we consider as a repair commit a code
commit that causes the build status to change from “Failure” to “Success”. From
the table, we can see that 25.6% CI-failure repair commits involve at least one build
script revision

3.4 What is the Time Interval in Between Two Commit?

Code commit time interval between two consecutive commits within the same
project can tell how often developers need CI feedback. We performed commit
interval frequency based on time interval of two subsequent commits of TravisTor-
rent data set. According to our analysis shown in Figure 2, 19.54% code commits
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Table 2: Fixes of CI Build Failures

Build Tool Maven Gradle Total
Source Files Only 3313 1646 4959
Build Scripts Only 501 314 815
Build Scripts & Source Files 577 544 1121
Other 424 219 643
Total 4815 2756 7571

occurs within 500 seconds, 26.74% of commits occurs within 1,000 seconds, and
54.53% of commit occurs within 10,000 seconds. According to Section 3.1, the
median build execution time is 500 to 1,000 seconds. So, for about 20% of the
code commits, software builds will line up in the building queue and cannot be
performed immediately.

3.5 How Often Consecutive Build Status Changes?

We performed analysis on how often build status changes, or for how many con-
secutive code commits, the build status remains unchanged. Figure 3 shows the
statistical result on consecutive build status for errored, failed and passed. For er-
rored and failed build status, build outcome remains unchanged with median of
four build instances. For maximum case, 422 consecutive build was errored, while
760 consecutive build was failed. Such consecutive errors and failures imply that
developers keep working on their parts in spite of the build failures, or without
knowing about the build failures.

4 Overview of Build Prediction Model

The overall architecture of build prediction model is shown in Figure 4. Our ap-
proach consists of three parts: data filtering, feature generation, and model genera-
tion. In the data filtering phase, we extract useful information from the build logs.
Then we generate features from the extracted data and the code change information
in the code commit to be predicted. With the features, we train and evaluate our
predict model with Weka [8].

4.1 Data Filtering

For our research, we considered Java projects that uses Ant, Maven and Gradle to
predict build outcome prediction model. So, filtered Java projects that uses Ant,
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Figure 4: Overview of Build Prediction Model

Maven and Gradle for our research consideration. Based on the filtered build data,
we performed feature generation and model generation to predict build outcome in
CI environment.

4.2 Feature Generation

4.2.1 Build Failure Cluster ID Generation

Although successful builds are almost always the same, build failure can happen for
different reasons such as compilation issues, dependency issues, or tools version
issues. Information about different types of build failures are useful for predicting
the successfulness of the following builds. In our approach, we fetched raw build
logs from TravisTorrent ftp server for errored and failed build status and performed
document clustering to group similar build failures in same group and uses cluster
id to denote each failure group. During cluster id generation, we first filter build
log text of Ant, Maven and Gradle build logs. Build logs denote different activi-
ties such as downloading dependencies, compiling source files, errors if happening
during build. We are mainly interested in errors and exceptions in build log file, be-
cause they are more relevant to the type of build errors. For passed build instances,
we considered them as a single cluster as passed.

Specifically, we developed regular expression based parser for Ant, Maven and
Gradle to extract only error and exception log parts. After filtering, we performed
text normalization and stop word removal process. Then we performed stemming
with popular Porter stemming algorithm [22]. After that, we calculated Term Fre-
quency–Inverse Document Frequency (TF–IDF) [15] for denoting statistical uses
of a word in given document(s) to reflect the importance of the word. With TF-IDF
value, we performed clustering using popular K–Mean Clustering [17] algorithm.
For K–Mean clustering value of K is calculated using formula

√
n/2, where n is

the number of build logs. We calculate the cosine similarity of the query’s vector
and the cluster centroid’s vector. Among the generated clusters compilation fail-
ures, test failures, and dependency resolve failures are most prominent clusters.
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Examples 1 and 2 show build log part of two different project having dependency
resolve failure issue are clustered in same group with our approach and denoted by
same cluster id.

Example 1 (gh_project_name: BuildCraft/BuildCraft, tr_build_number: 954)

A problem occurred configuring root project ’BuildCraft’.
> Could not resolve all dependencies for configuration ’:

classpath’.

Example 2 (gh_project_name: MrTJP/ProjectRed, tr_build_number: 453)

Could not resolve all dependencies for configuration ’:
compile’.

> Could not resolve codechicken:CodeChickenLib
:1.7.10-1.1.1.104.

4.2.2 Features from Code Commits

To further consider features from the source code change of the code commit, for
each build instance, we extracted the commit hash from TravisTorrent data set. For
each commit, we further explore the changes with JGit [1], a Git client for Java, and
generated the AST diff of the code commit with GumTreeDiff [6]. Based on the the
AST diff of the code commits, we build features: Import Statement, Class
Signature, Attributes, Method Signature and Method Body changes
and count the number of changes as feature value. Apart from above Java code
change features, we also considered file structure level features, such as how many
build script such as pom.xml, build.gradle and build.xml files are changed.

4.3 Model Generation

4.3.1 Feature Selection for Model Generation

We applied Information Gain(IG) attribute evaluation [14] algorithm to select dis-
criminating features from the feature set. For information gain attribute, entropy is
a commonly used for characterizing the purity of information. Entropy is is used
for IG attribute ranking methods. The entropy measure is considered as a measure
of system’s unpredictability. The entropy of Y is

H(Y ) = −
∑
y∈Y

p(y)log2(p(y)) (1)
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Table 3: Features Used for Build Prediction Model

Build Instance Feature Name Source of Feature

Previous
Build
Instance

prev_bl_cluster Generated
prev_tr_status TravisTorrent
prev_gh_src_churn TravisTorrent
prev_gh_test_churn TravisTorrent

Current
Build
Instance

gh_team_size TravisTorrent
cmt_buildfilechangecount Generated
gh_other_files TravisTorrent
gh_src_churn TravisTorrent
gh_src_files TravisTorrent
gh_files_modified TravisTorrent
gh_files_deleted TravisTorrent
gh_doc_files TravisTorrent
cmt_methodbodychangecount Generated
cmt_methodchangecount Generated
cmt_importchangecount Generated
cmt_fieldchangecount Generated
day_of_week Generated
cmt_classchangecount Generated
gh_files_added TravisTorrent
gh_test_churn TravisTorrent

where p(y) is the probability density function for the random variable Y. Informa-
tion Gain Attribute Evaluation entropy value resides in between 0 to 1. Higher
entropy value indicates higher effectiveness of the feature. During feature selec-
tion we considered four features of the previous build instance, and all remaining
features are from the current build instance. Table 3 shows the list of used features.
Besides the existing TravisTorrent features (marked as TravisTorrent in Column 3),
we also generated other features marked as Generated. Description of our gener-
ated features are provided in Table 4.

4.3.2 Build Prediction Classifier Construction

We construct classifier using the random forest algorithm [5] of Weka implemen-
tation. The random forest classifier produces distinct decision trees which are ran-
dom subset of all model attributes, and we use random forest algorithm because the
algorithm has been reported to be most effective in existing software engineering
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Table 4: Generated Feature Description

Feature Name Description of Feature
prev_bl_cluster Previous Build Cluster ID
cmt_buildfilechangecountNumber of build script file

change
cmt_methodbodychangecountNumber of method body

change count
cmt_methodchangecount Number of method signa-

ture change
cmt_importchangecount Number of import state-

ment changes
cmt_fieldchangecount Number of class attribute

change
day_of_week Day of week of the first

commit for the build
cmt_classchangecount Number of class changed

research efforts [24]. The classifier calculates a classification decision for each of
the trees and then aggregates the partial results to a total classification result.

5 Evaluation and Result Study

In this section, we evaluated our proposed model on Java projects that uses Ant,
Maven or Gradle from TravisTorrent data set 1. During evaluation we tried to
answer following research questions.

• RQ1: To what extent our build prediction model can successfully predict build
outcome for Cross Validation and Cross Project prediction model?

• RQ2: Which feature attributes of our models are important for build outcome
prediction in CI environment?

To address RQ1, we evaluated our build prediction model for Ant, Maven and
Gradle build systems. As build errors of Ant, Maven and Gradle are different and
build-log formats are different for these tools, we construct separate model for Ant,

1The traing, testing and SQL dump files used in our evaluation are available at https:
//drive.google.com/drive/folders/0B8nZRb4sCPS_RUF4SWtFa0tIQUU?usp=
sharing
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Table 5: Performance Evaluation of Build Prediction Model

Build Precision Recall F-Measure ROC Class/Type
Tool Area

Ant
0.948 0.948 0.948 0.975 Pass
0.923 0.924 0.923 0.975 Fail
0.938 0.938 0.938 0.975 Weighted Avg.

Maven
0.960 0.963 0.961 0.950 Pass
0.838 0.825 0.831 0.950 Fail
0.937 0.937 0.937 0.950 Weighted Avg.

Gradle
0.945 0.956 0.951 0.936 Pass
0.830 0.794 0.812 0.936 Fail
0.921 0.922 0.921 0.936 Weighted Avg.

Table 6: Confusion Matrix of Build Prediction Model

Build Tool Actual: Pass Actual: Fail

Ant
51766 2864 Predicted: Pass
2826 34121 Predicted: Fail

Maven
70071 2692 Predicted: Pass
2952 13907 Predicted: Fail

Gradle
29330 1338 Predicted: Pass
1694 6535 Predicted: Fail

Maven and Gradle. We performed 8-Fold Cross Validation with feature set men-
tioned at Table 3 with random forest learning algorithm for Ant, Maven and Gradle
build prediction. Table 5 shows build outcome prediction model performance and
Table 6 shows confusion matrix of prediction model to give better idea of what our
classification model is getting right for pass and fail build status.

According to Table 5 for both Ant and Maven average Precision, Recall, F-
Measure and ROC Area are above 0.93. While for Gradle, average precision, re-
call and F-Measure is above 0.92. Confusion Matrix provided at Table 6 gives idea
about successful prediction rate of our model for both pass and fail classes. Ac-
cording to the table, Ant build tool successfulness for pass class is 94% and fail
class is 92%. For Maven successfulness for pass class is 95% and fail class is 83%,
while for Gradle successfulness for pass class is 94% and fail class is 83%. For
all build tool, fail class instances are less than pass class instances in training and
testing. As result, performance for fail class prediction rate is less than the pass
class prediction.
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Table 7: Cross Project Performance Evaluation of Build Prediction Model

Build Precision Recall F-Measure ROC Class/Type
Tool Area

Ant
0.920 0.918 0.919 0.938 Pass
0.907 0.909 0.908 0.938 Fail
0.914 0.914 0.914 0.938 Weighted Avg.

Maven
0.929 0.949 0.939 0.927 Pass
0.853 0.802 0.827 0.927 Fail
0.909 0.910 0.909 0.927 Weighted Avg.

Gradle
0.908 0.919 0.913 0.873 Pass
0.777 0.752 0.764 0.873 Fail
0.872 0.873 0.872 0.873 Weighted Avg.

Table 8: Confusion Matrix of Cross Project Build Prediction Model

Build Tool Actual: Pass Actual: Fail

Ant
4186 376 Predicted: Pass
366 3668 Predicted: Fail

Maven
10658 569 Predicted: Pass
811 3290 Predicted: Fail

Gradle
3069 272 Predicted: Pass
312 946 Predicted: Fail

Apart from 8-Fold Cross validation, we also performed Cross Project valida-
tion, in which for each build system (Ant, Maven, and Gradle) 80 percent of the
projects (alphabetically higher ranked) are used as training sets and the remain-
ing 20 percent of the projects are used as testing sets. Table 7 shows performance
evaluation of cross-project validation and Table 8 shows confusion matrix of cross-
project evaluation.

For Cross Project evaluation, the effectiveness of build prediction models drop
a bit, but for Ant and Maven it can still predict build outcome with over 0.90 F-
Measure. For Gradle, our build prediction model can predict build outcome with
over 0.87 F-Measure. Successfulness for pass and fail class for Ant build is 91%
and 90% respectively. For Maven, correctly predicted pass class is 92% and fail
class is 85%. While for Gradle pass class successful perdition rate is 90% and fail
class successful prediction rate is 77%.

To answer RQ2,during feature selection we applied Information Gain Attribute
Evaluation on Ant, Maven and Gradle data set and select those attributes having
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Table 9: InfoGainAttributeEval Entropy for Ant, Maven, Gradle and Average for
Top Ten Features

Feature Name Ant Maven Gradle Avg
prev_bl_cluster 0.6661 0.3963 0.3811 0.4812
prev_tr_status 0.6444 0.3893 0.3750 0.4696
gh_team_size 0.0403 0.0181 0.0354 0.0313
gh_src_churn 0.0141 0.0050 0.0044 0.0078
prev_gh_src_churn 0.0089 0.0045 0.0043 0.0059
cmt_buildfilechangecount 0.0049 0.0044 0.0083 0.0058
cmt_importchangecount 0.0105 0.0060 0.0007 0.0057
cmt_methodbodychangecount 0.0113 0.0039 0.0016 0.0056
gh_test_churn 0.0083 0.0079 0.0004 0.0056
prev_gh_test_churn 0.0084 0.0074 0.0006 0.0055

average entropy>0.005. Table 9 shows the top ten features features among the used
features for our model generation with average entropy from high to low.

Among the feature set, prev_bl_cluster and prev_tr_status are most promi-
nent. prev_bl_cluster feature denotes build failure category type. For example,
build failure category type can be dependency missing and that case build it might
requires to change source code import statement update or build configuration
file update. So, prev_bl_cluster feature gives high entropy value to other feature
such cmt_importchangecount,cmt_importchangecount etc. and considered as most
prominent feature. Apart from that, prev_tr_status feature is also considered as im-
portant feature. In most cases if previous build status is passed, then next build has
higher probability of passing. Similarly, build failure has long chain of continuous
build failure.

6 Threats To Validity

Regarding the validity of our experiment, we identify the following threats to the
internal, external and construct validity.

Internal Validity. One threat to internal validity is related to training and test
set selection. We tried to mitigate the issue with cross-validation and cross-project
validation. Even after that there might be issue pass and fail class imbalance due
to nature of build sequence pattern. Others threat to internal validity might be
during feature selection. During feature selection, we tried to select feature from
TravisTorrent data set and also we generated other features related to code change
and build error type. There might have other attributes that could be helpful for
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build outcome prediction.
External Validity. Our experimental results might have concerns of gener-

alizability, since we performed the experiments with TravisTorrent projects those
adopted TravisCI for continuous integration. However, further experiments with
commercial systems, projects with different programming languages and systems
using other build tools instead of Ant, Maven and Gradle can give generalized
result.

Construct Validity. To generate prediction model, we grouped similar failure
cases in same group using clustering algorithm. Due to different text pattern of
build logs, our approach might fail to group similar bugs in same group. We tried
to mitigate the issue using regular expression based filtering of build log text. Apart
from that during code change classification we used GumTree. GumTree has been
widely used for AST level code diff. But due to versatile pattern of code change,
there can have issues that we might failed to extract appropriate code change type.

7 Conclusion and Future Work

Although several approaches have been developed for predicting build co-changes
or component failure, we propose the scalable approach for predicting build out-
come in CI environment with evaluation on large scale data. Our evaluation shows
that our approach predicts build outcome with over 87 percent F-Measure for all
build systems in CI environment. Our approach will help developers to get early
build outcome without making actual build. This model even can also be help-
ful for reducing CI computation resources. For current build prediction model we
considered code change of source file, not build configuration file. In future, we
are planning to use build configuration change type as feature for build outcome
prediction model. Apart from that, different learning algorithms can be used for
better accuracy.
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